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1. ms Broadside battleship "Trent" flying Italian flag
2. High shot over funnels of battleship to another battleship
   following up river - pan across deck of ship
3. High l.s. over fore-deck of ship with harbour in the
   background and small boat coming alongside
4. same
5. High shot same angle as 2-ship flying flag (American?)
6. 3 diplomats in silk hats coming aboard Italian ship—each
   gives fascist salute
7. mcs Head diplomat, Count Ciano, chatting with Italian
   Commander - he is young and debonair
8. l.s same - strolling down deck
9-11 group say good-bye and crew drawn up to salute
12. ms battleship "Trent" broadside and small launch
   alongside flying white ensign
Italian troop ship docking in Shanghai Harbour - troops disembarking and marching into Italian compound

Chinese civilians on streets buying newspapers

Chinese passing Jap lines - being "frisked" for weapons

Women inspectors for the Chinese women - one woman being detained and held by Jap soldier

Street barricades

Deserted street in Chinese quarter - strewn with wreckage

Dead soldier

same as 36-37

Chinese surging into street - cs same massed in street with British police beating them back with sticks - not violent

Crown surging into another street and forward (terrific)
K-16 (Card 3)

47-48 1s Crowd surging over wooden bridge
49 Same as 46
50-60 Seq. burning buildings and destruction
61 Sea. Chinese rescue squads working amongst the smoldering rubble—carry one body out
62 cs first aid to wounded head
63 ms corpse on a litter
64 ms carrying away same
65 ms carrying away the wounded
66 mcs 2 children with wounded faces and dazed expressions
67-74 Bench with wounded, mainly children, seated on it—patrolled by Italian trooper—wounded are piled into cars
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